ALWAYS BRING THIS BOOK.

IN ACCOUNT WITH

BARTON & WILLIAMS,
DEALERS IN
FINE GROCERIES,
FLOUR
OF ALL GRADES,
Selected Teas, Pure Coffees & Spices,
Butter & Cheese,
CHOICE SYRUP & MOlasses.
Canned Fruit in Variety.

ALSO
A complete assortment of Goods usually
kept in a First Class Store.
415 (from 411)

Apodetic Like 411 on bitter ball bush

Weehawken N.J. Sept 15, 1892

4b. black with stiff white hair. Lobes varying from very yellow inner to red at base.

4c. large, narrow, acuminate and

6. white, pretty, by [illegible]

7. black, a bright yellow set on both

8. the measure, obsolete at ends; a few small dots, base, in measure. A bright distinct band a S-S wedge, excrated above the wing, with a marked, bright

9. yellow, nearly at constant or

10. deep and narrow, showing

11. connected in body. 8. narrow, 7. white, 4-5. black. Sprayed white.

12. ventral black. Hair short, sharp

13. white, and dense, white, slightly

14. where the are connected by soft shades (by 0.5 elevation. See diagrams and shaded)
Anachronised mass to celery. 

H2 normal glass. 

Air, Shiny, Locust, 

Hay, Rosed. Want edge line low 

circular and at all elevators. Hair very 

short, quite short but dense. 

Black, Hardy, normal, 

wavy, combed. 

The few black waves find many 

contrary. 

Length 40 to 50 

wavy, fixed, combed, 

circular. 

Attenuation II (69.6). H2 blight, mouth 

shriveled. 

Shrink 36%. 

W 12% 

wavy, combed. 

Blond, right, 

wavy, combed. 

Hair single, Black, matter long, 

curling in different directions. 

Single 0. 5-12 several waves a wave on the 

other. Some must have and also 

shade pointy very minute dimension. 

Under 50 the most are combed out and 

area, sense lovely, panning the hair from 

above that was in dense areas.
I. Spines some like Canis of Ancilina.

2. Egg nearly spherical but with flattened base, somewhat convoluted, the apex slightly acuminate, 3 mm. in diam. of a flesh color or yellow color with a shiny green which diminishes. 

3. 50 per cent with many sharp spines, 1-2 cm. in length, narrow, unbranched, with its defined edges, but short enough to form a protection of the eggs. between 2.5 mm. and 1.5 mm.

4. Stems 1.5 cm. very pale yellowish, shining, large clusters of males black, greenish brown, a blackish shade of very weak shading, very slightly attracted below, and unarmed many joint large 1 cm. columnar inconspicuous, the hairs being quite dense and black, with a fine white line above, 0.8 mm. small, long, round, covered, brownish in color.

5. Plant 80 or 90 cm. and 12 tangled branches, mitred in color.

Don't know.
The text is not legible due to the handwriting style and quality of the image. It appears to be a detailed observation or description of some natural phenomenon or object, possibly related to biology or entomology.
We are indebted to

catalogue of Lepidoptera,
have relied to a great
degree, on the
synonymy of species
by Prof. J. B. Smith for
E. L. Graef, Mr. Bram
and Dr. A. S. Pack.
certain specimens.
Local forms, breeding,
great extent from the
whether connected by
meditate territory or in
local race and local
It's your turn to open.

Stage II, 1 = Same. Antenna black tip.

Body much same but trace of a bladder.

Head. Hair more abundant, most short white hair mingled with a few very long hair, from which are black.

Feed. All pale, cothelate, anterior with holes.

Hairs on legs brown, black, black. Large, minute, horn-like, pubescent.

Of black section ended, the edge a curve around 3 or 4, pleated and violet. Black.
418 (J. Doel)

Sentimental on a

420

Bristol

High thin wire, squarish in the

waxworks, green before; elegantly

curved, deep, count chagre; deep

white horn until a white line in and

well every variety. Occells 1 month back

6½ m. First cylinder, sep 8-annulated

on 3 and 1, a fleshy calyx-like projection

from a thick annulus, slightly arched

corally granules. Blackish yellowing

strands, curving with white thick spots

in pale circles. 7 o'clock. Darker yellow

studies. The base is both black. The

sep 8-annulated, amethyst brown, the

central bridge very pale, marked by

dark lines with black, bracted by a pale

line with black shading. A black patch

on a fleshy bluish calyx. Ann 3 or 5 pale

to collar in large dark spots, blackish

with amethyst brown, 2 s in the wheel

which obtains on the "collar," Spanish

spoon.

419 (J. Doel)

Echeclus indeterminata ssp. (Panama indetermina)

of raybar, N. J. Sept 16, 1923. [coll. J. Doel]

Two fierce gamboge yellow & vermilion red.

This stage, but horn way in length some

wash tine as long as other same plant.

Here below 2, below 2. This pair annular,

gale, add more, written soft stitches.

clean long brown. Rosary, color:

pleats, with red a semisepia and

9 segments a brown likeness forress, and

thinks with yellowish orange. 5-13 cores

3-13, stem in 4, 5, 8, 11, 12 very long, 1½

oves 3-13 annulated, the neck very short,

and yellowish. Last horn, 4, 3, 14, almost

circular on 4, which is tine as long

as the calyx. Species round, the stem in 5

a touch bright, above the horn, 3-12

same. Below them, 2 horn or 2 more all

concealed in the stage and elevated. Here

black, blotted with red in brown spore.

Occells 1 month dark, w. mom
Join 2. Quadrant long brown. Body (A) lemon yellow or (B) straw color. Tail "Butterflies" (A) yellow striped and marked in 3, 6, 7, 9, 10, or (B) vermilion red with a red band along dorsal line. Laterally, along posterior horns runs along posterior edge. Foot membrane dark, jungle brown in a space, or a bluish white ground, then central, to the ante-mundantating to caracaloid, with the location of the longer horns. Anterior annulus in lateral space well cushioned with 2 pairs by a (A) yellow or (B) vermilion red, only slightly cushioned. A quinlin with single pair of lines ending the 3rd pair, the one behind, the annulus distinct & separatized from the others, ventral to it, a (A) yellow or (B) vermilion band. On 3, close behind, the superior horn of 12 in de prismed spine more central purple hidden. Antl. (B) 3 spiny hairs. Circum. annulus from bottom, Sitz (154). Horns, one 8, 2.5-4 mm. June 1878.
421 (J. Doll)

Alcoholic extractum inscriptionis

Stage in 43 mm. Smaller, even rounded back. Horns black, antlers broad, dark. Antler tips,整齐 jaws alig. A few short

hairs above the horn. Body cylindrical, anal fea large with a
corneous plate. And, feed long, with 2

rows of setae from elongated tubercles.

Three rows of modified processes. 1 5-d 2-13,
cingle d. m. 12 6 13. With a pair on upper

jaw. 2 2-13. 3 S-V, 2-12. And a small 4 on 2-6 11-13. Also S-V below. 5

Processes like another with about 6 teeth

with curving branches, 6 on 2-7 11-2

above twice as long as the others. In

3-4 and 0 m. 13 slightly longer than the

max. Apical minute of seta from a bare.

Helps with normal plate with conical setae

smooth. Intercusps. Cilia blackish, mean.

Black. Flower all black. Except the vocal horn of 0 0 2-4 and the throat.
In another example the leaves of many of the processes are white.

Stipules 6.2 mm. (A male inflorescence head 7.8 mm.)

the sides of the lobes; ocelli black, a few very short, but barely visible.

processes 2 tubercles all approximations.

Stipules 6.4, 6.5. As before but the leaf

in the month of June or July

stipules. Dulce subalpina, the leaves

reduced to short conical prominences;

each with a very short spine 8 to 10
tubercles. As before but the leaf is made up of

canals. The leaf is made up of

Stipules: Subalpine, large, black. The first canal plate partly pale.
423 (J Doll)

Ochthehus sent to R. W. in, Anderson, Mexico

Coele. 2.6 3.07 3.61 4.25 5.0 5.9 6.85

Hand. 1.5 2.6

Sundaligiana, Ingo

3.0 3.2 3.2

3.5 3.55 3.6 (5) 3.7 (4) 3.75 (2) 3.8 (2)

4.1 4.15 (5) 4.2 (5) 4.25 4.3 (2) 4.4 (2)

5.0 5.14 6.0 6.4

All 5 captive essentially alike except in age. 

Horn, dull, rather wider than high. 

Clavate D. clavate; covering the head with hard, protruding, few black antlers, pointing backward, but not when it is applied to the body, behind. 

Internal wall of antlers, not impressed. 

Faintly grained or stretched, shining a few dark spots. 

Dorsal and white hair at end of antler. 

White hair at end, covered with elongate black, brown-black spot, expressed along the entire and over the sides. 

Labrum 1 basal joint of antennae.
When next, we'll move outside of cases.

Cases vary with material but the staff is all lined in covering, a little case 20 mm. long is composed of waxy white covered on the outside with green leaves inside in flat ways, a case 80 mm. long is divided in the pieces of leaves are arranged by leaves sticks laid in covering.

The seeds are wholly of white meat 12 mm. Another case was 65 mm. long containing a white seeds had 50 mm. in much thicker especially, and it is made of large sticer about 10 mm long and in covering with much fluffy hair with almost like pili. 57 seeds in about 5.5 ml at head end 20 mm. at middle 13 mm.

SH 1086.10. End of the same race 1064 (6 th and of 3.5; 9 do 2.5)

Leco 10 3.5. of 3.3 and of 4.8. 11. 1. 21

A S 13. 20 4.54. 4 23. 5 2. 22. 10 h 5.2
425

Catena J from Dr. Maclean from Olympic yard, Nov. 6, 1893. 40 lights. The male was flat, back, and marked with a smooth, depressed area; surface petioles shining, black, shading into dark and above as 1.0. Body normal, black, the hair dense, short, pale, 3 cm of the stones black at base. female, hair center longer, 1 cm. Some of the very minute 2-hairs are brown-black, but the longer ones are pale. 3 cm white, dotted with the brown lines of the body. Shape even, ovate, about 1/2 as wide as the apex, pale (dotted) broken up and very exfluent; white, base 1 mm, and spot on 3-6, 4-12 (not in 13 on 14) pale. The leaf occupying all the venter above has a uniformly the median longitudinal vein. Its pedal line

Spheniscus maritimus feet as
426

Caeled, 29 41 59 81
1st 1st 24th 3.5
3rd 3rd 4 65
1st 1st 4 2.0 3.5
2nd 2nd

74

actia age on a stone at 118th St. New
York. Dec. 17, 1893. Vellum black, a
head and a red. Red frontals. Stip
must be, dust block, normal.

427

Boiling in alcohol. B. Burkely's
specimen (ex. Jan. 8, 1894) 42 large. Vellum,
granular, only 1 est. normal. Vellum
over 2 and 3 annuals. All granular
like spinning. Feat normal, old and
very short. Spins like a spinny. Fat's
up higher than the other. Analgt very large,
very large. Cork continues with a longer
area or 14 feet. Bound in joints by
a well elevated fold. Vellum for
short, very short. Area of normal
certain 2 or 3 and 0 or 22. Area on
the other. Area of the granular fold

Eggs from 5 0. April to May 20 1897. Recorded data


Compl. 3 0. April 20 1897.
428

Lucasoma clavata. Aree a to the
collection extending from the base
of the cone, about 3 feet above
erected. Body not prominent.
smooth, rather firm, with a
fused tubercle, more evident than in
Lucasoma. Centrally, 0 and, 2 pair.
only a little below 0; 3 repugnancy
and 0 in line 3 v, 6 arms, 2
cap, (a few on base of cap) 7 connected
of several, representing leg. 8 and
side median. 1 arm on apical cap
represented when the leg and
12 must like this. 012 was nearer
median than accounted for by
smaller re, 1 pair and elevated in
apical side. On the three separate cap
more than 6 arm [012 between, 0 pair
below; arm
3 pair, 2 leg and, 5 pair 5, 6 v, as
well as I can make it out]
Eg 1. Upper surface concolor Eloids
with conspicuous spine white smooth
at base, the two spots in an angle
corresponding to meeting of bubble
Shell casser streaked, edge, green, incised
Laid close together in a row, and in an
inverted column, narrow, forked at band
band about ½ way down, a small wing
 Drill catch in the form with glossy
emission surface

Hostland Mar 20 # Branco picture Index
15.9 mm long, black, not shining
if a double row of minute orange dots
at tili, here many white, quite distinct
running forwards and backs s-v, rather
coarse. A minute setal line. 14.6.19
male. Latent middle and upper median
segment, with some black dots, that
black d. line. A S-V pale bands. Back large

large 5d (minutes a little part, below Somial
late. What is (W? in line S-V? very obscure
The end ranges wash, distinct, and S-V
large edge with and just, but evident
in another entirely, but visible
at a varying distance, it is material, but
hearing removed pale hairs. (2) and then
is a small brown spot in the median band
of many, here (2)? There is no ant, above
0) and side feet below 5) in the male
a 2 v region of spaced normal and place.

Pg 2
t 1930. Beneath nap, with a can of sooty
black, 2 black, 3 of antennae white

hair whitish, 1.5.6. Eady, black with a
moment straignt wavy and denser blue
stipple, another at the, and a black dot of
each segment, as on the anterior
3Y
a white stippled line and point tailed
line. 2 hair reddish, S-V paler. 3y, curved
hair grow, a browned appearance when

1
d etwas part pale. They are
now some about bear from the club down
as seen as last, but the beat B, light could
be used met in this stage. 5 white 5-V

19.09. Male, hair abundant, all needed

H3
In addition to the last block of text, there is a continuous line of text on the right-hand page. The line is another, unnamed, location, and a closer examination reveals a line that is slightly shorter than the rest. The writing is relatively clear, with the words "inilWMtNUM'" and "f" being legible. The text appears to be a discussion or explanation, possibly related to a specific topic or subject, but the content is not entirely clear. The handwriting is consistent throughout the page, and there are no visible illustrations or diagrams. The page is well-maintained, with no tears or significant damage.
as described above. The intricate details of stage IV are better than the last but the blue a little less intense and white in complement (and 3 or 4 head 6 stages) as their were then green at IV
there began to come May 7 (and all alike)

St. James June 5 1854 cat no. 10635
Others from C. A. Wiley, Wills City, Montana
on wild cherry Reed stages in stage III
HDS 1.2+ D. Lin white to blue, and range
median distinctly sides all blue, like IV.
(but them unite 20th to arrive May 17)
(see 150th year)
March 25, 1874. E. of my complete edges.

The body was flattened, thick, and white, with soft, short, white hair. In the body, a distinct growth of white hair, around the head, and with short hair. On the head, not distinct, was a white hair. The head was large, and with short hair. On the head, not distinct, was a white hair. The head was large, and with short hair. On the head, not distinct, was a white hair. The head was large, and with short hair. On the head, not distinct, was a white hair. The head was large, and with short hair. On the head, not distinct, was a white hair. The head was large, and with short hair.
pithin one point of a larger reddish
space filled in with blue until a few

red streaks which are all About black.
Indeed, blunter 0 0 0 black. Only
the black dotted ventral dark gray,
with central black patch. So change
the neck, slanting, black edged.
Black spots join above between two

less. Lime yellow straight, black edged
Apples. Black, 0 0 0 black. It
in a large 1 2 eye point and same
distinct than 5 5, whitish. Feet gray,
pale at tips, C 0 0 black, with yellow
but angles, 0 0 0 enlarged a little.

large, black on the lower. Here thus,
pent black 0 0, more abundant 5 0,
Pale verdish on the pale brown with
mized. A 2 mm. 0 0 0 distinct black.
vent in 2 bearing black head. (as
ter edge of 5 5). Below let. Wren graphed the
blue dotted bright blue.

Habit 0 4, 6 0 0, 0 1 2, 0 1 2 2 3 0
Begun 0 corn May 10.
Made rings of lettuce into 3 cards and later
with canned tops in which they stayed
mounted. Same (see example in alcohol)

Further on May 26 active
Isopar m. Ctenitis, Central Park, May 1844
B. spines 28 ventral, ctenises lateral. Large
W. 12 mm. Scoliol pedae funnuliform, white.
Dorsal scutellum in middle of back above
characters. U. 7 mm. Notch central white
narrower than lateral. Enlargement of ctenises
both on foot and ctenises. Ctenises on other side of foot.
with white, patchy dark black. 0. and 0. pro.
Dorsal scutella. 0. spination.
G sharp. 5, 5, 5, 5 in line. 6 being
Appressed then and mes. 7 in middle. First
spine for 3. eyes mid-ventral line.
Dorsal scutellum wide black. White, no
scutellum marks. The white dried in
rounded patch. A oblong lateral
enlarged. The black at 8 dorsal 5, 5 shaded
of 5 lateral region with a reddish
under the suture. Ventral pole, whitish.
General appearance like back.
435

Honeysuckle leaves. W.m. June 4.

Honeysuckle leaf. 1st. With the wax gland a

line of green trousers in black spots,

c. 3. The pears and mulv yield

alcoholic wine. Left in N.Y.

Hammers tiliaria Harri.

This week turn over

her frequent run

refers to it. ecm.

Ctx. lit. Mrs. Find

as accounts of the

fate of dec. Bez

the stages. Hammers

gives a fine grand

account of the habit

jarra, Codileast

Sargods & named

Stoger running also written

on it.

434

945 -
Erannis tiliania Han.
Thi week heni luna
has preganm 8 e
refers to in econ
ent lit. but I find
no accounts of the
life to dezo. I see
the stage. Hanis
gras a good gen
account of the habit
Jaga, Condilost
Samuelson's named
sugar that er written
on it.

434
945 -
MAMESTRA PURPURISSAR

Horse manure, dist. which was planted a

large green plants in Massa. Spots.

ch. 3' ped. and moat. pink blush.

alcohol. Spec. left in M.Y.